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Abstract

In the context of technologies development aiming at helping aged people to live independently at home, the CIRDO project aims at implementing an ASR system into a social inclusion product designed for elderly people in order to detect distress situations and provide capability to call for help. In this context we present a system able to detect distress and call for help sentences on line.
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1. Introduction

A survey shows that 80% of people above 65 years old would prefer to stay living at home if they lose autonomy [1] and some of them needs the assistance of someone for regular elementary activities (nursing home services, domestic help, etc.) [2].

Few projects have seriously considered audio/speech technology in their design [3][4]. Part of this can be attributed to the complexity of setting up this technology in a real environment and to important challenges that still need to be overcome [5]. However, audio technology is well accepted by the potential users [6].

In this context, the CIRDO project promotes autonomy and support for elderly people by caregivers through the social inclusion product e-lio. The objective of the project is to integrate an ASR system into this product that will include detection of distress situations and voice commands.

The use of elderly voice can be an issue for performance of speech recognition system. Some authors [7, 8] have reported that classical ASR systems exhibit poor performances with elderly voice because most acoustic models of ASR systems are acquired from non-aged voice samples. Indeed, ageing voice is characterized by some specific features such as imprecise production of consonants, tremors and slower articulation [9] due to changes in vocal production system [10, 11]. However, it is possible to improve the recognition performances thanks to acoustic models adaptation [12].

This paper presents the ASR ability to detect sentences of distress in the case of ageing voice, the corpora and the ASR that we used were presented in [13].

2. Audio processing in line: CirdoX

We developed an application for the recognition of distress situations by analyzing the audio signal to detect sound and voice in real-time in an equipped flat. The system CirdoX will be coupled with an analysis of video scenes developed by the LIRIS laboratory in Lyon. Figure 1 shows the chain of acquisition and processing of the audio signal.

CirdoX is made of two parallel processes communicating by IPC (Inter-Process Communication) signals. This application is designed to be modular, with independent modules. For each module, the user can choose from among several plug-ins corresponding to different techniques.

The audio stream is captured by a microphone and recorded by the Acquisition module. This module can work through the plug-ins using the PortAudio library (audio card), Kinect or a National Instrument card. Then, the Detection module detects the occurrence of a signal (sound or voice). The detection of the occurrence of an audio event is based on the change of energy level of the three highest frequency coefficients of the Discrete Wavelet Transform (DTW) in a floating window frame (last 2048 samples without overlapping). Each time the energy on a channel goes beyond a self-adaptive threshold, an audio event is detected until the energy decrease below this level for at least an imposed duration.

Detection is done by thresholding on the discrete wavelet transform of the signal energy [14]. Then, a wave file is created by the Wave Creation module. The Discrimination module determines whether the signal is sound or speech. This module can be executed through the plug-ins using a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) or decision tree. In the case of sound, the Classification module defines to which sound class the signal belongs. It can work through GMM, decision tree and also Hidden Markov Model (HMM). In the case of speech, the signal is sent to the ASR module in order to output a sentence. Both hypotheses from Classification and ASR module are received by the Data Formatting module that sends a socket containing all the relevant data to the Fusion module. This one also receives data from the recognition of distress by video analysis in order to make a fusion between video and audio data. The Fusion module determines whether or not a distress situation is occurring and sends a socket containing its decision to the social inclusion product, e-lio. Then, e-lio executes an appropriate action, such as calling a doctor.

Figure 1: Diagram of CirdoX.
3. Distress sentences detection

In this section, we focus now on a part of the Fusion module: the filtering of distress sentences. The filter detects the distress sentences into the ASR hypotheses by using Levenshtein distance [15]. Based on the GRePS laboratory’s work [16] that interviewed elderly people in nursing homes to identify and describe what situations of distress they could have experienced, we created a list of sentences that can occur during a distress situation.

The filter calculates the Levenshtein distance between the ASR output hypothesis and all the distress sentences of the list. The sentence from the list with the best Levenshtein distance is selected according to a threshold. The lower the distance (score from 0 to infinity), the better the matching will be. To not be biased by orthography, the distance is calculated on a phonemic level. This approach takes into account some recognition errors such as word endings errors or slight variations. Moreover, in many cases, a miss-decoded word is phonetically close to the correct one due to close pronunciation.

A detected sentence occurs when the Levenshtein distance (normalized by the number of phonemes) is under the threshold, and is well matched if the ASR output hypothesis corresponds to the sentence selected from the list. If a detected sentence is well matched, it is considered as true positive (TP), otherwise a detected sentence not well matched is considered as a false positive (FP). A casual (C) ASR output hypothesis is never correct because of the ASR language model specifically adapted to distress utterances, and will never be well matched with a sentence of the distress sentences list. But if its distance is under the threshold, it is yet detected and becomes a false positive; if above threshold, it is true negative (TN). Also, if a distress (D) ASR output hypothesis is not well matched with the selected sentence and is not detected, it is also true negative. Finally, if a distress ASR output hypothesis is well matched with selected sentence but not detected, it is false negative (FN).

In order to assess the Levenshtein distance filter, we realized a decoding with the elderly speakers from the AD corpus, including 2796 distress sentences (same sentences as in Section 2 and 3) and 3006 casual sentences, for a total duration of 2 hour 12 minutes. The casual utterances were used as disrupters, with some sentences far from the distress ones: for instance Les patates sont cuites (Potatoes are cooked), or closer, for instance Le médecin a appelé (The doctor called). The average WER was equal to 18.3, 88.0, 90.5 and 89.2%.

We used a French national test as reference: the AG-GIR (Autonomie Gérontologie Groupes Iso-Ressources) grid, http://vosdroits.service-public.fr/HTA-1298.html

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>TP = 2286</th>
<th>FP = 270</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>≤ threshold</td>
<td>D = 2286</td>
<td>C = 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance</td>
<td>TN = 202</td>
<td>FN = 202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; threshold</td>
<td>D = 202</td>
<td>C = 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Positive and negative test.

Table 2: Distress sentences detection in function of dependence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GIR</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>F-mesure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GIR 6</td>
<td>91.8%</td>
<td>90.6%</td>
<td>91.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIR 4-5</td>
<td>92.0%</td>
<td>90.0%</td>
<td>91.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIR 2-3</td>
<td>89.4%</td>
<td>80.7%</td>
<td>84.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: ROC curve representing TPR in function of FPR.

Also, we found a recall, precision and F-mesure equal to 91.8, 89.4 and 90.6%. This is in line with an other study conducted by Vacher et al.[17], where they detected domestic orders among casual utterances with a multisource ASR in a smart home environment. On their baseline system (best SNR channel), they found WER, recall, precision, and F-mesure respectively equal to 18.3, 88.0, 90.5 and 89.2%.

In table 2, we evaluated the distress sentences detection for the different levels of elderly dependence GIR 2-3; GIR 4-5 and GIR 6 by using recall, precision and F-mesure. We observed that the system performance is quite depending on the level of the elderly dependence. Due to the lower F-mesure found on GIR 2-3 comparing to GIR 4-5 and GIR 6 (-7%), we suggest that such a system could be provided to elderly and usable by them only for score ranges from GIR 4 to GIR 6.

4. Conclusion

In this paper we presented the CirdoX software, used to filter and detect the distress calls. We evaluated a filter based on Levenshtein distance and showed that the recall and precision reach 91.8 and 89.4%. Moreover, we showed that such a system can not detect distress sentence well enough in the case of elderly in GIR 2-3 because of the high WER in this group.

In a future work, the whole system CirdoX including sound classification, speech recognition and fusion with video scene recognition is going to be evaluated in realistic condition in a real smart home [18]. Professional actors will play some scenarios, including for example falls to the ground because of the foot grasped in the carpet, sudden weakness, etc. We will assess how video can improve distress detection.

---

3We used a French national test as reference: the AG-GIR (Autonomie Gérontologie Groupes Iso-Ressources) grid, http://vosdroits.service-public.fr/HTA-1298.html
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